
Installation Instructions 
Low Wattage Tracklight

Model Dimension Power (W) CCT  (K) PF IP Voltage Control

F12VT Ø62mm x H182mm 12 2700 - 5000 > 0.9 20
AC220-240V 

50/60Hz
Non-dim
Triac dim

Installation steps 

The Novii Low Wattage Tracklight is a track mounted fixture available in different    
colours and dimming options to suit most projects.

要求： 成品尺寸为285*210mm，材质为70G书写纸,单色单面印刷。

印刷成品必须按我司提供的文档1:1印刷,成品要印刷清晰,整洁,

不能有模糊,残缺、等现象.
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TL16-12W轨道灯说明书

Introduction

LED Track Light Installation Manual

Application notes
 IP20 for indoor use only.
 Professional electrician for installation only.
 Switch off before installation.
  Do not touch when in use.
  Keep away from hot steam and corrosive gas.
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Installation

Patent mini track lights with high CRICOB led chip to enhance color fidelity target

illumination object. It offers excellent heat dissipation and even light output without 

glare or dark spot. Adjustable lighting orientation with 360 degree in horizontal 

direction and 180 in vertical direction provided. 1-circuit adapter, 3-circuit adapter are 

all available. With easy replacement of power deign, both non-dimmable and triac 

dimmable can be available, triac dimmable can be compatible with global brand 

dimmer.

1. Switch off before installation, mount track to ceiling with mounting clips.

2. Connect track terminal block with “L”, “N”, “G” properly.

3. Insert fixture track adaptor into track making sure the two data bus contacts are on    
    the same side as the data rail on the

    track. Follow 3 steps as below:
① Align the adapter and contacts parallel with track

② Pull down the latch on the adapter and insert the adapter into the track.

    (Note: Twist the adapter and ground contact toward the polarity groove.)

③ Support the fixture with one hand and twist the adapter 1/4 turn till the latch locks 

      into the track. 

4. Adjust track light towards target object both vertically and horizontally. Switch on 

    and test for correct operation.

Product Dimension

Wattage: 12W 
Size(mm): 62.3*99.7*181.5
Voltage: 100-240V(Non-dimmable), 200-240V(Dimmable) 
Color Temp: 2700K 3000K 4000K 5000K

PF: ≥0.9           CRI: 80          

Beam angle:15° 24° 36° 60°

≥ Lifespan: 40000hrs

Technical Specifications

Wiring Diagram
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To ensure correct functionality and safety please read instructions carefully before 
using this product. This luminaire complies with AS/NZS 60598.2.1.

All wiring and installation of this luminaire must adhere to local and national wiring 

rules eg AS/NZS 3000:2007 Amendment 2:2012 Electrical Installation

Regulations  

1. Always ensure power is off and the fitting has cooled down before performing any 
maintenance or adjustment to the fitting

2. To avoid injury or damage to the fitting, ensure that power leads and screws are 
secure before connecting the power

3. Handle the fitting with care to avoid breakage

4. Find a suitable location away from liquids or hazards

5. To clean, wipe with a damp clean cloth. Never soak the fitting with water.

TIPS   

Technical specifications Product information

Note : Please check batten label to see if fitting is dimmable and if so which type of dimming.  

1. Switch off before installation, mount track to ceiling with mounting clips.
2. Connect track terminal block with “L”, “N”, “G” properly.
3. Insert fixture track adaptor into track making sure the two data bus       
contacts are on the same side as the data rail on the track. 
Follow the steps below : 
  - Align the adapter and contacts parallel with track.
  - Pull down latch on adapter and insert adaptor into track.
    (Note : Twist the adaptor and ground contact toward the polarity groove)
  - Support the fixture with one hand and twist the adaptor 1/4 turn till the 
latch locks into the track.
4. Adjust tracklight towards target object both vertically and horizontally. 
Switch on and test for correct operation. 


